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Financial institutions make seasonal loans to
companies with seasonal business patterns as well as
to other customers with temporary needs.
• Companies with seasonal business patterns need

additional cash during peak sales periods for
such items as accounts receivable, inventory,
labor, or operating expenses. The loan is repaid
with the income generated during the period. 

• Service companies may use seasonal loan pro-
ceeds to pay expenses such as wages and labor.

• Manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers generally
use seasonal loans to purchase inventory, and they
too may finance seasonal accounts receivable. 
Seasonal loan analysis focuses on the low point

and the high point of current assets and liabilities. To
help quantify peak risk to the bank, lenders need to

assess how much money the company needs at the
peak of expansion and the pattern of cash receipts
for repayment. Additional risk analysis focuses on the
quality and availability of seasonal collateral and the
circumstances that might cause the season to fail.
Ten questions can help the credit analyst make an
informed decision.

1. When does inventory peak—and at what
amount?

Normal seasonal inventory patterns are general-
ly predictable. A Michigan retailer of canoes, kayaks,
and camping gear stocks peak inventory in March or
April, with a secondary peak in November for holi-
day sales. A school uniforms manufacturer has peak
inventory in mid-summer. Drug stores add tempo-
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rary space for cold and flu med-
ications in December. Candy
makers’ inventory peaks four or
more times per year, depending
on their products. These are the
companies’ planned inventory
peaks. If weather or other season-
al risks reduce sales during the
season, noncancelable orders for
what should have been replenish-
ment merchandise (or raw materi-
al) may alter the timing and
amount of peak inventory.

2. When does inventory reach
its low point—and at what
amount?

Assuming seasonal sales occur
as anticipated, most companies
can forecast accurately the

amount and timing of low inven-
tory. When seasons overlap, the
nature of inventory may change
more than its dollar value. The
candy maker supplying retailers
for Easter, Mother’s Day,
Halloween, and Christmas may
have back-to-back production
runs of candy wrapped in orange
and black and in red and green.
Some borrowers have legitimate
difficulties in predicting the tim-
ing of low inventory, because
weather or other circumstances
outside their control have a strong
influence over sales. Wood pellets
are in short supply in many north-
ern states, so companies that sell

and supply wood stoves for pri-
mary or secondary home heating
must purchase a full season’s sup-
ply in the fall. The heating sea-
son is highly reliable, but its mag-
nitude and exact duration are not. 

Inventory management prac-
tices have a large influence on
peak and low inventory patterns.
Big-box retailers have long
pushed the inventory burden to
their suppliers, insisting on just-
in-time deliveries and, in some
cases, not accepting “inventory”
at all. Some of the big-box do-it-
yourself retailers pay for certain
seasonal plant material in the gar-
den centers only when they sell
it. Sophisticated retailer software,
coupled with paperless and peo-

ple-less electronic ordering,
allows dynamic restocking deci-
sions. These tools help minimize
presale inventory peaks and limit
replenishment purchases to near-
term likely sales. The result is lit-
tle or no seasonal product on the
store shelves as a season winds
down. 

3. When do receivables peak—
and at what amount?

Receivables often peak at or
near the time of peak sales, but
there are exceptions. Seasonal
retailers’ suppliers may offer dat-
ings—extended payment terms
that lengthen their collections.

Growers supplying the big-box
home centers record some plant
sales only when products are
scanned at the retailer’s cash reg-
isters. These consignment sales
mean that receivables are created
well after delivery to the cus-
tomer’s retail locations. Peak
receivables in this instance literal-
ly mirror peak sales, but at an
unusually long interval from when
the product is grown, packaged,
and shipped to the retailer. 

Another exception is when
receivables include revenue that
supports but is independent of
the borrower’s seasonal activity.
For example, arboretums, botani-
cal gardens, and zoos collect
membership receipts and may bill

foundations and other grant mak-
ers for periodic gift installments.
Many commercial enterprises
have a mix of seasonal and non-
seasonal revenue sources.
Understanding the nature of non-
seasonal revenues helps the
lender estimate the amount of the
seasonal borrowing need as well
as monitor the loan as the season
progresses. It is certainly desir-
able for a borrower to apply non-
seasonal cash flow to its bank
loan, but the lender needs to
know if a season’s failure is being
temporarily masked by nonsea-
sonal cash flow.
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4. When do receivables reach
their low point—and at what
amount?

The point of low receivables
should normally follow peak sales
by the normal amount of collec-
tion time. As always, a company’s
customers and its credit practices
influence the collection period.
For example, accounting firms
with a significant tax preparation
business have a mix of commer-
cial and consumer accounts.
Business clients may need the
next quarter’s accounting service
within weeks of receiving an
invoice for tax return work.
Consumers may not expect to
receive service for another year
and may therefore not feel pres-
sured to pay very quickly. 

Analyzing credit practices is
particularly important when lend-
ing to manufacturers selling to dis-
tributors or retailers of seasonal
products. The manufacturer may
inherit a domino-effect collection
lapse if the season is delayed,
diminished, or does not happen. It
is essential to verify the soundness
of the seasonal manufacturer’s
credit and collection policies and
the resilience of its receivables in
the event of a failed season.

5. When would you expect to
see peak and low trade financ-
ing—and in what amounts? 

It is common for trade financ-
ing patterns to closely mirror raw
materials or finished goods pur-

chases, but seasonal suppliers may
offer datings. Some may offer spe-
cial terms, such as “pay as sold,”
or permit scheduled monthly pay-
ments until merchandise is sold.
The more extensive the vendor
financing, the more likely it is
accompanied by a formal security
arrangement that the lender
should know about. The lender
must be able to predict whether
there will be trade debt outstand-
ing when bank debt is at its peak
and whether there will be any
purchase money security interests.
To project when seasonal loans
can be repaid, the lender must be
able to predict the extent to
which trade creditors will com-
pete with the bank’s loan for the
company’s cash flow.

6. What expenditures will con-
sume cash during the term of
the seasonal loan?

Nonseasonal expenses—partic-
ularly fixed expenses—compete
with the loan for cash resources.
Other cash outlays might include
term loan payments, capital expen-
ditures, dividends, pension fund
contributions, and quarterly tax
payments. Realistically, some of
these expenditures have “first
dibs” on cash flow. Priority cash
needs effectively reduce loan
repayment availability from collec-
tions and extend the term of the
seasonal loan. Understanding the
timing and amount of priority cash
outlays is critical to projecting the

estimated term of the seasonal loan
as well as accurately monitoring the
loan as the season progresses.

7. When—and in what
amounts—are peak and low
borrowing? 

Questions one through six
lead to the discovery of likely
peak and low borrowing timing
and amounts. Careful analysis of
inventory outlays, receivables col-
lections, trade credit availability,
and priority cash expenditures
reveals the desired amount and
term of the seasonal loan.
Understanding the amount and
timing of peak borrowings, inven-
tory, and receivables makes it pos-
sible to measure the likely loan-
to-value percent, which in turn
provides insights into the loan’s
margin of safety should the season
weaken or fail.

Questions one though six also
remind us we cannot assume stan-
dard patterns for inventory, receiv-
ables, and trade credit. We should
inquire about changes in these
relationships, even for a company
whose seasonal borrowings have
been quite consistent in recent
years. Industry practices change,
consumers and businesses alter
their payment habits in response
to changing economic cycles, and
suppliers’ extension of credit
must respond to their own chang-
ing liquidity and credit needs.

Projected monthly cash flow
statements are the only accurate
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way to answer these questions
and to identify the seasonal
financing need and when it can
be repaid. Generally, only the cus-
tomer has the extensive informa-
tion needed to prepare such a pro-
jection. If monthly projections are
not available, lenders should ask
the borrower to review the prior
year’s seasonal borrowing pattern
and discuss in detail any potential
reasons for change. Questions one
through six would be most useful
to facilitate that discussion. 

8. How attractive are receivables
and inventory as collateral?

Seasonal loan collateral analy-
sis must consider two questions: 
1. Could seasonal assets be liq-

uidated to reduce or repay the
loan if the season fails? 

2. Is the inventory suitable for
carryover to the next season? 
If credit practices are sound,

collections should occur despite a
poor or failed season, although the
collections domino effect noted in
question four’s discussion may
impair some seasonal borrowers’
receivables. 

Inventory analysis is particu-
larly important because seasonal
loan disbursements may finance a
full season’s inventory before it is
even clear that the season will
happen (for example, products
whose sales depend on weather).
Generally, the bank’s period of
greatest seasonal loan risk is when
inventory reaches its peak—which
may or may not coincide with the
peak loan outstanding. The loan
may peak when both inventory
and receivables are being
financed, typically after the inven-
tory peak. At that time, the bank’s
collateral is a more assured source
of repayment than earlier, at

inventory peak, when all of the
financed assets are two steps from
being converted to cash.

The nature of the inventory
governs much of the bank’s flexi-
bility in working out of a failed
seasonal loan. Some inventory
might be well suited for carryover
to the next season, such as wood
pellets, kayaks and canoes, and
school uniforms. In some cases,
the inventory retains value so well
that it provides higher quality col-
lateral than receivables. One
example is formed-concrete or cul-
tured-stone pavers and veneers,
which are used in residential and
commercial landscaping and are
sold principally to contractors. 

Inventory that lends itself
neither to end-of-season discount-
ing nor to seasonal carryover
includes trendy and perishable
merchandise. Candy, floral prod-
ucts, and fashion merchandise are
examples. Other products with
limited shelf life include cold
medications, some garden and
pest control chemicals, bagged
and bulk mulch, and even pres-
sure-treated landscape timbers,
which crack and warp as they dry.

In addition to these considera-
tions, the normal analysis of collat-
eral valuation, dilution, control, and
domicile apply to seasonal loans.

9. What and how significant are
the risks of seasonal failure?

Seasons can fail for many rea-
sons, and it is essential to identify
these risks and discuss them with
the borrower before committing to
a seasonal loan. Important ques-
tions to discuss include the nature
of the seasonal risks, the company’s
ability to recognize signs of
impending sales failure, and its
realistic flexibility to take action

when a season failure looms. 
One common type of seasonal

risk is weather. A few of the
industries subject to weather risk
are agricultural enterprises, recre-
ation and tourism (ski and beach
resorts and the local retail, restau-
rant, and lodging businesses), con-
struction, and landscaping.
Another common seasonal risk is
fashion or trend failure, which can
apply to clothing, of course. Trend
risk also can be considerable for
toys, lunch boxes, or even com-
puter games whose holiday sales
depend on accurately predicting
the market’s interest in a movie or
a celebrity’s licensed images. 

Weather and trend risks are
difficult to spot early enough to
respond to them, but some sea-
sonal risks have a built-in early
warning system. For example,
sports franchises doing poorly in
divisional rankings expect to see a
mid- and late-season falloff of gate
receipts, which we might call the
“fickle fan” risk. 

For the uncontrollable risks
and those with no early warning
signs, management interviews
should focus on identifying flexi-
bility to minimize the damage of a
poor or failed season. For exam-
ple, can the company cancel
orders for replenishment mer-
chandise or raw material in mid-
season? Can it scale back seasonal
labor? Does the company manu-
facture the seasonal product
throughout the year or does some
manufacturing take place just in
time for the season, using tempo-
rary labor or added manufacturing
shifts? Does the company sell on
contract to seasonal distributors or
retailers, or is it susceptible to
order cancellation during a poor or
failed season? 
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Some industries have surpris-
ing flexibility to manage their sea-
sonal risks. Many minor league
baseball teams have immunized
revenues from the fickle-fan risk
by creating a ballpark family
entertainment experience that is
nearly independent of team per-
formance and, to some extent,
weather. Special events, kiddie
playgrounds, and other diversions
such as beach volleyball courts
and paid “ushertainers” draw fam-
ilies to an affordable sports event
regardless of wins and losses.

10. What information can be
made available to the bank to
monitor the seasonal loan?

Monitoring a seasonal loan
solely by watching loan payments
invites a surprise workout loan.

To the extent that a borrower’s
industry lends itself to any early
warnings of seasonal distress, the
bank should participate in that
information pipeline. This means
staying in touch with the borrow-
er throughout the season, as well
as requiring appropriate periodic
reports of orders, sales, and col-
lections.

Additional Resources
These 10 questions help

assess the nature and extent of
seasonal loan risks. Understanding
these risks enables the lender to
structure the loan size, term, and
security. Seasonal risk analysis also
helps evaluate options for working
out of a failed seasonal loan,
including flexibility to liquidate
collateral or carry it over to the

next season. A detailed picture of
cash patterns helps the analyst
decide if it’s plausible to term out
the failed seasonal loan (i.e., is
there cash for loan amortization?). 

There are many considerations
for structuring the seasonal loan
once its risks are understood. One
valuable resource on that topic is
the article “Commercial Loan
Structure” by Edgar M. Morsman
Jr., which appeared in the
July/August 2002 issue of The RMA
Journal. RMA’s course Structuring
Commercial Loans I also covers sea-
sonal loan structuring. ❐

Contact Carol Doeringer by e-mail at
carol@midwestconsult.com.
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